Introduction
Over the past few years, there have been growing interests in building general purpose image classifiers for real world visual recognition [9, 25, 2, 17, 20] , with hundreds or thousands of classes. Accompanying the growth of image number and concept space is the huge dimensionality of image feature vectors. For example, [20] builds more than 130K features to represent each image for a 1000-class problem, and for the same problem, [17] represents each image with more than 600K features. Moreover, results in [17] imply that higher dimensional feature representation results in better image classification.
Worse still, a k-class classification problem defines a parameter vector for each class, and d-dimensional feature representation for each image would result in kd parameters to learn. Take linear classification as an example: given x ∈ R d and y ∈ Y with |Y| = k, the joint input-label mapping [26] could be defined as Γ(x, y) = e y ⊗ x, where Γ(x, y) ∈ R kd is obtained by tensor product of x and vector e y ∈ R k , where e y has every element as 0, except the y-th element being 1. Linear classifier is obtained by learning parameter vector w ∈ R kd , such that the label for image x is given by y * = arg max y w Γ(x, y). For large scale problems, kd could be in the scale of billions. Storing such huge number of parameters in memory would be a challenge, let alone the intermediate variables generated during learning. Therefore, how to train multi-class classifiers with high-dimensional feature representation and large concept space, is a practical and challenging research problem.
One fruitful line of research in large scale image categorization tries to exploit the inherent structure in the image categories. Specifically, image classes in large scale problems are rarely organized in a flat fashion, but rather with a hierarchical taxonomy [9, 28] . For example, Figure 1 shows an example of tree hierarchy, where leaf nodes are individual image categories 1 , and each internal node denotes the cluster of categories in the subtree rooted by the given node. Having access to this taxonomy structure has been shown to benefit the accuracy of the learning algorithms [19, 11, 10, 29] . However, hierarchical classifiers that define a parameter vector for each node in the taxonomy structure [8, 22] result in even larger number of parameters, than flat multi-class classifiers.
In this paper, we propose Hierarchical fEature haSHING (HESHING), to aggressively reduce dimensionality, when the taxonomy structure in the image categories is known. Specifically, HESHING hashes all input-label pairs (x, y) into a common lower dimensional space with Ψ : taxonomy, and the hierarchical feature hash for class y is the vector concatenation of all feature hashes along the path from root node to the leaf node corresponding to y. For example, Figure 1 shows the hierarchical feature hash for input vector x associated with class Lily, where the tree path is {Plant, Flower, Lily}. In theoretical analysis, we show that HESHING preserves inner products between two vectors with high probability, following an exponential tail bound. Moreover, the expected number of features lost due to collision in HESHING is minimal. Finally, we show that the classifier learned directly in the hashed space achieves similar effects in exploiting class taxonomy, as much more expensively learned hierarchical classifier.
Notations. We assume class labels are structured as a tree, where all leaf nodes are at the same depth, as shown in Figure 2 (a). For class hierarchies where leaf labels appear on different level of the tree, such as the one shown in Figure 2 (b), we could always extend the shorter path by replicating its leaf node, as shown in Figure 2 (c). Given class taxonomy with depth T , define the set of class labels in level t as Y t . Specifically, Y 1 will only contain the root node of the tree, and Y T contains all leaf class labels. For example, for the tree in Figure 2 (a), we have that Y 1 = {1}, Y 2 = {2, 3} and Y 3 = {4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. Moreover, define the tree path for class y from root node to leaf node y as P(y). For example, class 6 in Figure 2 (a) corresponds to tree path P(6) = {1, 2, 6}. Finally, for any function f indexed by u, we will use f u (x) = f (x, u) interchangeably throughout the paper and they mean exactly the same.
Previous Work
While there has been little work in visual recognition that exploits feature hashing for dimensionality reduction, the following three lines of research are related to our work.
Dimensionality reduction: For image categorization with ultra high-dimensional feature representation, conventional dimensionality reduction [13] or feature selection [12] methods, such as PCA, ICA and manifold-based methods, and L 1 -regularization based feature selection methods, such as Lasso [24] and structured Lasso [14] , run out of favor due to high computational cost. Moreover, these methods only reduce the dimensionality of the input feature vectors, but have no mechanism to cope with the high dimensionality resulted from large concept space. On the other hand, randomized projection [21] does not need to learn projection matrix, but loses sparsity of the original feature vectors, and introduces additional overhead to store the projection matrices. However, HESHING preserves information as well as randomized projection, but also preserves sparsity with no need for projection matrix.
Hashing: Feature hashing has been previously studied in binary classification problems [23, 27] , and successfully applied to applications such as email spam filtering [27] . To our knowledge, HESHING is the first attempt to exploit category taxonomy in hash design for aggressive dimensionality reduction. Moreover, we show in Theorem 2 that the redundancy introduced by HESHING greatly reduces information loss due to hash collision. Furthermore, hierarchical feature hashing should not be confused with locality-sensitive hashing [1, 18] , one of the approximatenearest-neighbor algorithms, designed for efficient data indexing. In hierarchical feature hashing, hashing technique is adopted to reduce dimensionality for multi-class classification, instead of approximate nearest neighbor search.
Hierarchical classification: Given class taxonomy, hierarchical classifiers exploiting category taxonomy have been studied in the literature [15, 8, 6, 2, 30, 4, 3] . These approaches could be roughly separated into two groups: (1) learn each parameter vector separately, or (2) learn all parameter vectors together. However, the first group of methods face the well-known error propagation problem, where errors made close to the root node are propagated through the tree and yield misclassification. On the other hand, learning all parameter vectors together suffers severely from curse of dimensionality, especially on problems with large concept space. However, as shown in Theorem 3, HESH-ING achieves similar effect as hierarchical classifier in exploiting class taxonomy, but with a much smaller memory footprint, and consequently much more favorable on large scale visual recognition problems.
Summary of Contributions
To conclude the introduction, we summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows. (1) . We propose an approach to aggressively reduce the dimensionality of parameter space in multi-class visual recognition, with no learning, preserves feature sparsity and introduces no additional overhead to store any projection matrix. (2) . We provide detailed theoretical analysis on the proposed method. (3). Empirical results on object recognition and scene classification demonstrate its effectiveness: better classification accuracy with much smaller memory footprint.
Hierarchical Feature Hashing
Given taxonomy structure of image categories (e.g., Figure 1) , we impose similarity requirements between feature representations for adjacent labels in the hierarchy. Specifically, assume the joint input-output feature representation for image x with class y is Ψ(x, y), with the optimal label predicted as y * = arg max y w Ψ(x, y). In the spirit of Bayesian methods, we require Ψ(x, Lily) to be more simi-lar to Ψ(x, Rose), than Ψ(x, Maple) in Figure 1 . Following such feature representation, the resulting classifier may tolerate minor mistakes, such as predicting a sibling of the correct label, but avoids gross errors, such as predicting a node in a completely different part of the taxonomy. 
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where
. , u |P(y)| } with |P(y)| = T is the path from root node to leaf y, and
For hierarchical feature hashing, any hash function could be used, as long as it has uniform distribution among the m hash brackets. We will discuss more details in Section 4. HESHING maps any input-output pair (x, y) ∈ R d × Y into a much lower dimensional space, where a single mTdimensional parameter vector w is learned for multi-class classification. Since we usually have mT d|Y|, learning multi-class classifier in the hashed space takes much less memory and computational time than in the original feature space. This is especially important for large scale image categorization with high-dimensional feature representation and large concept space. Moreover, for closely related classes sharing common nodes on their tree paths, such as Lily and Rose in Figure 1 , their hierarchical feature hashes are similar, in the sense that parts of their feature vectors are the same. For example, the hierarchical feature hash for (x, Lily) is the concatenation of Φ(x, P lant), Φ(x, F lower) and Φ(x, Lily), and the hierarchical feature hash for (x, Rose) only differs in the last part Φ(x, Rose). If we denote the learned parameter vector in hashed space as
discriminates between classes at level t. Therefore, HESH-ING congregates discriminative information from all levels of the class taxonomy, and at the same time maintains a very small memory footprint.
HESHING could be used with any classification algorithm. In this paper, we adopt the max-margin classifier [7] and formulate multi-class classification as follows:
where δ yir = 1 if y i = r and 0 otherwise. Optimization problem (2) is solved using stochastic gradient descent [5] .
Analysis
In this section, we provide theoretical analysis on hierarchical feature hashing.
Preserving Inner Product
One of the most important requirements for dimensionality reduction is to preserve inner product [21] , such that, for any two input data samples, the inner product between their resulting low-dimensional representations is close to that of their corresponding high-dimensional features. The following theorem shows that under hierarchical feature hashing, the inner product between any two vectors is preserved with high probability. Theorem 1. Given (x, y) and (x , y ), where x, x ∈ R d , and
8m log(6m/δ) , we have that
Proof. For inner product, we have that
Similarly, for inner product in the hashed space
where x 2 Ψ = Ψ(x, y) Ψ(x, y). Using (5) and (6), we get
We need to bound each of the three terms in the right hand side of (7). Specifically, we will show that
Without loss of generality, we will prove the first inequality, and the other two could be shown similarly. Since
Before getting into details of the proof, we first introduce the following two lemmas from [16] and [27] :
In hierarchical feature hashing, each node u in the class taxonomy corresponds to a unique pair of hash functions
Define the tree path from root to leaf for label y as P(y) = {u 1 , . . . , u |P(y)| } where u 1 is the root node and u |P(y)| = y is the leaf. Consequently, we will have a sequence of matrices {A u } and {D 
wherex ∈ R d|P(y)| is obtained by stacking up |P(y)| replicates of x, and each 
where (13) 
2 |P(y)| , we have with probability at least 1 − δ/6,
Applying Lemma 1 and union bound, we have
Furthermore, we have
Since ∀u ∈ {u 1 , . . . , u |P(y)| } and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m},
Similarly, we could prove (9) and (10) . Combine the three inequalities together using union bound, we get (3), where we used the fact that x − x 2 2 ≤ 2.
Feature Loss due to Collision
Hierarchical feature hashing reduces memory footprint of multi-class classification by potentially projecting multiple features into the same hash bracket, which we call a collision. One of the key fears of using HESHING is that information might be lost due to collision, which unavoidably restrains the best-possible prediction. However, hierarchical feature hashing utilizes multiple hash functions, each defined for a node in the corresponding tree path. As long as one of the multiple hash functions avoids collision on x j , the information residing in x j could be exploited in learning. We first formally define feature loss as follows.
Definition 2. Feature lost due to collision: For any (x, y) with x ∈ R d , we say feature x j is lost due to collision, if ∀u ∈ P(y), ∃j = j, such that h(j, u) = h(j , u).
According to the above definition, information of the jth feature of x is considered lost if for all u ∈ P(y), x j is projected to a hash bracket shared by another feature. We study the expected number of features lost due to collision in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given a tree-structured class hierarchy, define τ = min y |P(y)| as length of the shortest tree path. For hierarchical feature hashing defined in (1), the expected number of features lost due to collision is at most
Proof. We will first consider one feature, say x j . For x j , ∀u ∈ P(y), since the hash function h u has a uniform distribution over all hash brackets, the probability of another feature j = j colliding with j in hash function h u is 1 m . Mathematically, this means for j = j:
Define P ju as the probability of the j-th feature lost due to collision in h u , then we have that
where we used union bound. The probability P j that j-th feature is lost due to collision, which means that it collides with other features in all |P(y)| hashes is therefore upper bounded by P
|P(y)| ju
. Finally, the expected number of features lost due to collision, E c satisfies
since τ = min y |P(y)| and we usually have m > d. Let's take the feature representation in [20] as an example, where d = 130K and τ = 5. Assume we use m = 2 20 , which is only 0.8% of kd, the number of parameters if we learn in the original feature space. According to Theorem 2, HESHING loses less than 4 features due to collision.
Comparison with Hierarchical Classifier
Given taxonomy structure for image categories, one could also build hierarchical classifier to exploit the taxonomy. One group of approaches [22, 8] formulate as follows:
where each node u in the class taxonomy corresponds to a unique parameter vector w u , and the prototype for each image category is the sum of parameter vectors along the tree path. For example in Figure 2 (a), the prototype for class 6 is W 6 = w 1 +w 2 +w 6 . The following theorem compares (24) with HESHING based multi-class classification.
Denote objective value of problem (24) Proof. We first introduce following Lemma 3 to upper bound the interaction between different hash mappings.
Due to space limit, we move proof of Lemma 3 to the supplementary material. Let's start with Problem (24), given {w u }, each ξ i could be optimized individually,
Consequently, the optimal objective value corresponding to {w u } could be computed as
Next we will show that both | (31)
where (31) is true according to Lemma 3, and (32) is true by applying Theorem 1 to a single node tree with only root node u. Similarly, ∀r ∈ {1, . . . , k} :
where (34) is true since ∀u = y Lemma 3, and (35) is true according to Theorem 1. Consequently, we have that |ξ * i − ξ * * i | ≈ 0. Therefore, we have that for any {w u } u∈Yt,t∈{1,...,T } , and corresponding w h defined in (25) ,
Therefore, parameter vector w h constructed in (25) is approximately the optimal solution to Problem (2), i.e., the parameter vector learned in hierarchical feature hashing. Moreover, given a new data point x ∈ R d , the prediction task now consists of calculating w h Ψ(x i , r) for any r ∈ Y T . The results in (32) shows that the decision value computed in hashed feature space is very close to the decision value, Moreover, since the weight vector actually learned in the hashed space has information about the collision of features, it could be trained to handle such collisions by avoiding putting heavy weights on those ambiguous features, hence resulting in even better classification.
Experiments
In this section, we test hierarchical feature hashing on two fundamental computer vision tasks: object recognition and scene classification.
Basic Setup
We first describe the evaluation metrics in terms of classification accuracy and memory footprint. For the classification accuracy, we report two measures: flat error and hierarchical error. Specifically, given an image, flat error equals 1 if the predicted class is not its true class, and 0 otherwise. On the other hand, hierarchical error reports the minimum height of the lowest common ancestor between true and predicted classes. For example in Figure 2(a) , if the predicted class is 4 while true class is 8, hierarchical error Data set T #Class #Train #Test amphibian 4  8  8857  1200  fish  8  11  12503  1650  furniture  4  23  32959  3450  geo  5  12  19804  1800  music  6  25  38013  3750  reptile  7  29  29851  4350  tool  6  26  31087  3900  SUN  3  397  19850 19850   Table 1 . Data sets details.
for this image is 2. For both criteria, the overall error score for an algorithm is the average over all test images. For memory footprint, we report the amount of memory taken during training. We compare our method to three different feature representations. The first setting learns multi-class classifiers in the original feature space: (1). one-vs-rest classification (OVR), with each binary classifier trained using SVM; (2). multi-class SVM (MSVM) [7] ; (3). hierarchical SVM (HieSVM) [8] ; (4) . tree classifier (TreeSVM) through a top-down approach, which trains a multi-class SVM at each node in the class taxonomy [15] . The second setting FlatHash also solves Problem 2 for multi-class classifier, but applies flat feature hashing using only leaf class, ignoring class taxonomy structure. For example in Figure 1(a) , the flat feature hashing for (x, Lily) is just Φ(x, Lily). The third setting applies PCA for dimensionality reduction, and utilizes one-vs-rest classification (PCA). All classifiers are trained with stochastic gradient descent.
We adopt MurmurHash 2 as the hash function in both hierarchical feature hashing and flat feature hashing. To obtain a unique hash function Φ u for each class u, we set the seed in MurmurHash to u and compute the hash. However, it should be noted that our result is not dependent on specific choice of hash implementations.
Object Recognition on ImageNet
We first experiment on the object recognition task on ImageNet [9] , consisting of images collected from the web that are organized according to the WordNet hierarchy. Specifically, we report results on 7 subtrees of ImageNet that are used in the study in [9] : amphibian, fish, furniture, geological formation (geo), musical instrument (music), reptile and tool. The training, validation and test sets for these subtrees are taken from the 2010 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge data set. We used two feature representations for each image: (1) low dimensional feature composed using SIFT-based bag-of-words representation, and (2) high dimensional feature computed the same way as in [17] . Specifically, for both feature representations, we start with computing dense SIFT descriptors for each image, and then run k-means clustering on a random subset of 1 million SIFT descriptors to form a visual vocabulary. For the low dimensional features, we generate 1000 visual words and build bag-of-words feature, such that each image is represented as a 1000-dimensional vector. On the other hand, for the high dimensional features, we get a visual vocabulary of 8192 visual words. Using the learned vocabulary, we employ Locality-constrained Linear Coding (LLC) [17] for feature coding. Finally, a single feature vector is computed for each image using max pooling on a spatial pyramid, with each image represented as a 170016-dimensional vector. For HESHING and FlatHash, we fix the hash size m = 2 11 for low dimensional feature representation, and m = 2 18 for the high dimensional feature representation. It should be noted that m = 2 11 still effectively reduces dimensionality of parameter space, as all non-hash based methods will encounter at least kd parameters, where d is original feature dimension and k is the number of classes. For PCA, we fix the reduced dimensionality to 500 for the low dimensional feature representation, and to 1000 for the high dimensional one. The reason for picking such dimensionality for PCA is to ensure highest possible accuracy without running into out-of-memory problem, as PCA needs to store a d × d projection matrix, with d being the original feature dimension and d the reduced one.
As shown in Table 2 , HESHING achieves comparable classification results with the best competing algorithm across all data sets, and in many cases even better classification accuracy than all other approaches. The fact that HES-HING provides equally good or better classification results than classifiers trained in the original feature space, with or without knowledge of the class taxonomy, demonstrates that HESHING does not lose critical discriminative information after aggressive dimensionality reduction. Moreover, HESHING not only outperforms FlatHash in hierarchical error, but also generates better flat error. Therefore, exploiting class taxonomy in feature hashing not only benefits in achieving lower hierarchical errors, but also introduces redundancy in the hashed representation, effectively reducing information loss due to hash collision, as shown in Theorem 2, and thus enables lower flat errors.
Moreover, Figure 3 shows the memory footprint of various algorithms on the furniture data set. Clearly, HESH-ING requires much less memory than other non-hash based methods, rendering it especially attractive in large-scale visual recognition problems, where hashing is necessary to make training multi-class classifier computationally feasible at all, as competing methods would run out of memory. Finally, the memory footprints for HESHING and FlatHash are close, while HESHING outperforms FlatHash on classification accuracy according to Table 2 .
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of hash size m on the classification errors. Specifically, we run HES-HING on the high dimensional feature representation, with Figure 4 , when the hash size m decreases, both flat error and hierarchical error increase. Moreover, take the furniture data set as an example, according to Theorem 2, a 21 bit hash table causes almost no collisions. Nonetheless, an 18 bit hash which has almost 20% collisions performs equally well on the problem. This leads to rather memory efficient implementations. 
Scene Recognition on SUN
Next we experiment on the scene classification task on the SUN data set [28] , by far the largest scene recognition data set. It captures a full variety of 899 scene categories. We used 397 well-sampled categories to run the experiment as in [28] . For each class, 50 images are used for training and the other 50 for test. For image features, we adopt the same setting as the high dimensional feature representation used in ImageNet experiment, and represent each image as a 170016-dimensional vector. For HESHING and FlatHash, we fix the hash size m = 2 19 . For PCA, we set the reduced dimensionality to 1000. Classification errors and memory footprint are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 3 , with similar observations as in the study on ImageNet.
Conclusions and Discussions
Hierarchical feature hashing aggressively reduces dimensionality of parameter space, and exploits class taxonomy to reduce information loss and avoids high cost errors of labeling an image to a class far away from its true category. Besides the empirical study discussed in this paper, another promising application of HESHING is on mobile visual search systems like Google Goggles. Since a mobile device faces more strict constraint on memory usage, the fact that HESHING requires no projection matrix makes it Table 2 . Misclassification for various algorithms, where flat means flat error, hie stands for hierarchical error. For ImageNet data sets, the number before '|' corresponds to the low dimensional feature representation, and the number after is for high dimensional features.
very attractive in such applications.
